Hello Everyone,
As I am sure many of you are aware, the Mt. Doug school building has undergone extensive
seismic upgrades over the past couple of years. While completing this work, the murals that were
painted in the gym had to be removed, however, this summer an artist has been hired to make
the murals bigger and better than before.
On one end of the gym, there will be a list of all past Mt. Doug sport team Island Champions and
BC medalists (1st, 2nd or 3rd). This "Scroll of Champions" will be painted in chronological order, so
once the list is up, there is no room for additions or deletions so we are trying to do everything we
possibly can to ensure we have it right the first time. We have already reviewed all past lists
maintained at Mt. Doug, reviewed the BCSS list, reviewed all actual banners and trophies still at
the school and even poured through all of the old Annuals to try to ensure our list is as complete
and accurate as possible - not to mention solicited the help of a couple past coaches - Mr. Gill
and Mr. Puddy.
But we have one more check - YOU!! If you were on a championship team at Mt. Doug, or just
happen to know some of the teams that won the Islands or did well in the BC's while you
attended Mt. Doug - could you please take a few minutes and review the two lists below and
PLEASE let us know if you believe we have missed any team. Once again, once this list is
painted, there are no changes!!! So we encourage you to let us know if we have missed any
team.
Please respond by Monday, July 27th at the latest. We apologize for the short timeframe, but the
artist is already working in the gym so we have to get him the final list by the 28th.
Also during the seismic upgrades, they put a large pipe along the whole perimeter of the gym,
near the ceiling for additional wall support. Rather than just leave the pipe as is, the Mt. Doug
Athletic Department has decided to use that space as a special "Ring of Honour". This "Ring of
Honour" will act as sort of a Mt. Doug Sports Hall of Fame. So in addition to reviewing the
attached lists for Championship teams, if you would like to nominate one or more past Mt. Doug
athletes as an initial entrant into the Mt. Doug Athletic Ring of Honour - please forward their
name along with a brief description of their athletic accomplishments while at Mt. Doug and
also later in life.
Please respond directly to the current Mt. Doug Athletic Director, Bernie Kidd at:
bjkidd@sd61.bc.ca
It is also our hope that we will be able to arrange a fun induction celebration dance to be held
in the near future - stay tuned for details!! The Mt. Doug Alumni Association and the Mt. Doug
Athletic Department thank you for your assistance.
Printable PDF versions of this newsletter and the Athletics lists can be downloaded off the Mount
Doug Alumni web site: http://mountdougalumni.com/news.php

